RSARS AWARDS CLAIMS and QSLs
50th Anniversary Certificate
For a claim for this Certificate the present requirement is NO QSL cards are required: a
log sheet only is required.
Members are however requested to send QSL cards (via the RSARS Bureau) for contacts
with GB50RSARS, G4RS and G3CIO because as a side bonus/opportunity those stations
as such may at the end of the year be claiming RSARS Awards or even RSGB and ARRL
Awards.
Those three stations will (via G0SWY) send out QSL cards and it follows that recipients of
those cards will be able use those cards towards their own external claims as well as
submitting them purely for internal RSARS claims (other than the 50th Anniversary
Certificate).
For all other RSARS Awards
In accordance with the Awards Rules the QSL cards situation is:
(a) for Members resident within the British Isles, the requisite number of QSL
cards must be sent with the claim
(b) for Members resident outside the British Isles, a certificate signed by two
other radio amateurs (at least one of whom must be a fully paid-up Member of
RSARS) certifying the examination of QSLs held by the applicant.
and in all cases accompanied by RSARS AWARDS CLAIM FORMS IN DUPLICATE.
NOTE: No matter where they are located in the UK when the contact is made you can only claim
once per mode in respect of the year-long peripatetic activations of GB50RSARS, G4RS and
G3CIO (in other words you cannot claim a further point beyond the first if you work these
stations with another or others of the alternative prefixes in the range of G, GD, GI, GJ/GU, GW,
GM).

Information and availability
RSARS WEBSITE: http://www.rsars.org.uk
RSARS AWARDS RULES: http://www.rsars.org.uk/AWARDS.htm
E-LIBRARY DOCUMENTATION: http://www.rsars.org.uk/ELIBRARY/docsawards.htm
50th YEAR ANNIVERSARY PAGE
including countdown clock to end of event : http://www.rsars.org.uk/JUBILEE.HTM

